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Neil Wilkins and Stephen Powell
School of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NG7 2RD, United Kingdom
We study phases and transitions of the square-lattice double dimer model, consisting of two coupled replicas of
the classical dimer model. As on the cubic lattice, we find a thermal phase transition from the Coulomb phase, a
disordered but correlated dimer liquid, to a phase where fluctuations of the two replicas are closely synchronized
with one another. Surprisingly, and in contrast to the cubic case, the phase boundary includes the noninteracting
point, as we establish using a symmetry-based analysis of an effective height theory, indicating that infinitesimal
coupling is sufficient to synchronize the double dimer model. In addition, we observe a novel antisynchronized
phase when the coupling between replicas is repulsive, and use Monte Carlo simulations to establish the full
phase diagram, including (anti)synchronized columnar and staggered phases, with interactions between parallel
dimers in each replica.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry-breaking phase transitions can be described us-
ing an ‘order parameter,’ a local observable that transforms
nontrivially under the symmetries, and which is strictly zero in
the disordered phase but nonzero in the ordered phase [1]. This
precise distinction occurs only in the thermodynamic limit,
since for a finite system thermal or quantum fluctuations nec-
essarily restore the symmetry.
Among phase transitions to which this description does
not apply, a prominent example is the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–
Thouless (BKT) transition in the two-dimensional (2D) XY
model [2–4]. Across the BKT transition, no symmetry is bro-
ken, as required for a 2D system at nonzero temperature by
the Mermin–Wagner–Hohenberg theorem [5, 6], and there is
hence no local order parameter. One can instead understand
the BKT transition as an example of a ‘topological’ phase tran-
sition [7], where the phases are distinguished by their topolog-
ical properties. An appropriate criterion is the response to a
twist applied across the boundaries of the system: the associ-
ated energy cost, referred to as the helicity modulus (or phase
stiffness), decreases exponentially with system size above the
transition, but is nonzero in the thermodynamic limit below it
[8, 9].
In this work, we investigate a superficially distinct type of
topological order in the square-lattice double dimer model, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, consisting of two coupled replicas of the
standard dimer model. The dimer model [10, 11] is a paradig-
matic example of a strongly correlated statistical system, in
which the elementary degrees of freedom are dimers that oc-
cupy pairs of adjacent lattice sites subject to the constraint of
close packing, i.e., that every site is occupied by exactly one
dimer. This constraint, which can be interpreted as a Gauss
law for an effective ‘magnetic field’ [12], has profound conse-
quences for the properties of the system.
In particular, the local Gauss law implies that the effective
flux (defined by the lattice analogue of the standard magnetic
flux) through any closed surface vanishes, while the flux across
a surface spanning the system is conserved by any local rear-
rangement of dimers. The configuration space therefore splits
into ‘topological sectors’ corresponding to distinct values of
the flux through each spanning surface, with a global rear-
rangement of dimers required to change sector.
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FIG. 1. An example configuration of the double dimer model on the
square lattice, in which two replicas of the close-packed dimer model
(shown in black and white) are defined on the same lattice. Accord-
ing to Eq. (2), parallel pairs of nearest-neighbor dimers within each
replica (marked with a star, ⋆) contribute +퐽 to the energy, and over-
lapping dimers contribute +퐾 to the energy. Hence, the energy of
this configuration is 퐸 = 15퐽 + 9퐾 .
This allows for the possibility of phases distinguished by the
flux variance, which can be either suppressed exponentially or
nonzero in the thermodynamic limit. The standard ‘single’
dimer model on the square lattice is indeed known to exhibit
a transition between phases showing these two behaviors, and
at which spontaneous breaking of lattice symmetries occurs
simultaneously [13, 14]. Such transitions, even when accom-
panied by symmetry breaking, do not fit within the standard
Landau paradigm [1], and the transition in the dimer model is
in fact known to belong to the BKT universality class, with the
flux variance playing the role of the helicity modulus [13, 14].
Our model contains interactions, of either sign, both be-
tween parallel dimers within each replica, 퐽 , as studied previ-
ously in the single dimer model [13, 14], and between dimers
that coincide (or ‘overlap’) in the two replicas, 퐾 . We show
that it exhibits a particularly rich phase structure, including a
number of phases with distinct types of order, both topological
and symmetry-breaking.
As for the same model on the cubic lattice [15], we find a
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2transition without any symmetry breaking, between a standard
‘Coulomb’ phase [12] and a ‘synchronized’ phase, where both
replicas remain disordered but their relative fluctuations are
suppressed. More precisely, the difference between the fluxes
in the two replicas has variance that becomes suppressed ex-
ponentially with system size, while each flux separately does
not.
In contrast to the three-dimensional (3D) case, however,
we find that this transition occurs for infinitesimal coupling
퐾 = 0− between replicas, reflecting the critical nature of the
noninteracting double dimer model [16]. We also find a novel
‘antisynchronized’ phase, where the overlap between replicas
is minimized, which meets the Coulomb and synchronized
phases at the zero-interaction point. Both of these features,
along with the other transitions in the phase diagram, can be
understood in terms of effective field theories based on ‘height
models’ [17, 18], which we derive based on symmetry.
For sufficiently strong repulsive (i.e., 퐽 > 0) interactions
within each replica, we confirm the presence in the single
dimer model of a transition into a staggered phase, as noted
in previous works [13, 19, 20], and determine the critical cou-
pling at which it occurs. We also demonstrate the existence
of phases in the double dimer model that are simultaneously
staggered and (anti)synchronized.
Previous work on the double dimer model on the square lat-
tice has addressed the noninteracting case [16], as well asmod-
els that correspond to the limit퐾 → +∞ [21] (see Sec. II B 3)
and that include nonlocal interactions [22], motivated by a
mapping from the quantum dimer model. Other related work
has demonstrated the possibility of phase locking transitions
in 2D superfluids [23] and the XY model [24].
Outline
In Sec. II we define the interacting double dimer model
and present its phase diagram, which is calculated using the
methods detailed in the subsequent sections: In Sec. III, we
use symmetries to write down height field theories that de-
scribe the various phases and transitions, before presenting, in
Sec. IV, the Monte Carlo results that underlie our phase di-
agram and establish the critical properties. We conclude in
Sec. V.
II. MODEL
We consider a classical statistical model of dimers on two
replicas of an 퐿 × 퐿 square lattice with periodic boundaries.
To each link 푙 of each replica 훼 ∈ {1, 2}, we assign a dimer
occupation number 푑(훼)푙 which takes values 0 or 1. The close-packing constraint applies separately for each replica and re-
quires that ∑
푙∈풓
푑(훼)푙 = 1 , (1)
at each site 풓, where the sum is over links 푙 connected to 풓.
To each configuration, we assign an energy
퐸 = 퐽
[
푁 (1)∥ +푁
(2)
∥
]
+퐾
∑
푙
푑(1)푙 푑
(2)
푙 , (2)
where 퐽 and퐾 are, respectively, interaction strengths between
parallel dimers within each replica and between overlapping
dimers in the two replicas (see Fig. 1), and 푁 (훼)∥ counts thenumber of parallel pairs of nearest-neighbor dimers in replica
훼. The partition function is given by 푍 = ∑ 푒−퐸∕푇 , where
the sum is over all close-packed dimer configurations in both
replicas. (We set 푘B = 1 throughout.)
A. Magnetic field and height picture
On the square lattice, it is useful to define a (fictitious) ‘mag-
netic field’ [12, 25]
퐵(훼)풓,휇 = 휖풓
[
푑(훼)풓,휇 −
1
푞
]
(3)
on the link joining sites 풓 and 풓+휹휇, where 휹휇 is a unit vector indirection 휇 ∈ {푥, 푦} (and the lattice spacing is set to 1). Here,
휖풓 = (−1)푟푥+푟푦 = ±1 depending on the sublattice and 푞 = 4is the coordination number. (A similar construction applies
to other bipartite lattices such as the honeycomb lattice.) The
close-packing constraint for the dimers is then equivalent to
the condition that the ‘magnetic charge’, given by the lattice
divergence of 퐵(훼)풓,휇,
푄(훼)풓 =
∑
휇
[
퐵(훼)풓,휇 − 퐵
(훼)
풓−휹휇 ,휇
]
, (4)
is zero on every site.
In two dimensions, this divergence-free constraint is re-
solved by defining a scalar ‘height’ 푧(훼) on each plaquette, in
terms of which
퐵(훼)풓,휇 = 휖휇휈Δ휈푧(훼) , (5)
where 휖휇휈 is the two-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol and
Δ휈 denotes the lattice derivative [17, 18]. (This is the two-dimensional analog of 푩 = 훁 ×푨.)
Together, Eqs. (3) and (5) define a one-to-one mapping be-
tween dimer configurations and their height representations,
which is usually expressed as the following set of rules [14]:
One first chooses a plaquette to be the zero of height. Then,
moving anticlockwise around sites on sublattice A (B), the
height increases (decreases) by 1−1∕푞 when an occupied bond
is crossed. If, instead, an empty bond is crossed, the height
decreases (increases) by 1∕푞. Example height representations
are shown in Fig. 2.
The flux횽(훼) for each replica 훼 can be defined by
Φ(훼)휇 =
1
퐿
∑
풓
퐵(훼)풓,휇 =
1
퐿
∑
풓
휖풓푑
(훼)
풓,휇 , (6)
which, because of the divergence-free constraint, is equivalent
to the sum of the magnetic fields on links crossing a surface
normal to 휹휇. The latter definition implies thatΦ(훼)휇 takes inte-ger values and furthermore that it can be changed only by shift-
ing dimers around a loop encircling the whole system [26].
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FIG. 2. Example height representations 푧 of (a) an arbitrary dimer
configuration and (b) the columnar configuration with magnetization
order parameter푴 = 휹푦, which has average height ⟨푧⟩ = 38 .
B. Phase diagram
Our phase diagram for the square-lattice double dimer
model, Eq. (2), is shown in Fig. 3. The fact that the Coulomb,
synchronized and antisynchronized phases meet at퐾 = 퐽 = 0
is determined solely from an RG analysis in Sec. III B; the re-
maining points are obtained numerically using a MC worm al-
gorithm [15, 27], as we describe in Sec. IV. In the remainder
of this section, we define the phases appearing in Fig. 3.
1. Independent replicas
For 퐾 = 0 the two replicas are independent and behave as
single dimer models with interactions that favor (퐽 < 0) or
disfavor (퐽 > 0) parallel dimers. For 퐽 = 0, this model ex-
hibits a Coulomb phase [12], where no symmetries are broken
and the connected dimer–dimer correlation function ⟨푑푙푑푙′⟩cdecreases algebraically with separation. This phase extends
to small nonzero 퐽 , but gives way to ordered phases for suffi-
ciently large |퐽 |∕푇 .
For negative 퐽 , there is a transition to a phase with colum-
nar order, as illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and (b), breaking trans-
lation and rotation symmetries [13, 14]. An appropriate order
parameter for this phase is the ‘magnetization’
푀휇 =
2
퐿2
∑
풓
(−1)푟휇푑풓,휇 , (7)
which takes the values푴 = ±휹휇 in the four columnar statesthat maximize푁∥.Besides the symmetry-breaking order parameter, the two
phases are also distinguished by the probability distribution
푃 (횽) for the flux횽. In the thermodynamic limit, the Coulomb
phase has 푃 (횽) ∝ 푒− 휅2 |횽|2 , where 휅 is a function of 퐽∕푇
(see Appendix A 1). In the ordered phase, by contrast, 푃 (횽)
is suppressed exponentially with system size for nonzero 횽,
since changing the flux requires shifting a row of dimers that
spans the whole system, with energy cost proportional to 퐿.
The mean square flux ⟨|횽|2⟩ therefore changes its behavior
Sync. Antisync.
C&S
S&S S&AS
Coulomb
Col.
Stagg.
C&AS
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram for the double dimer model of Eq. (2) on the
square lattice, in the (퐽∕푇 ,퐾∕푇 ) plane. Dots show points where
the phase boundary has been determined using an RG analysis (퐽 =
퐾 = 0) or MC simulations (all other points), and thick grey lines
are guides to the eye. The ordered phases are: columnar (‘Col’),
staggered (‘Stagg.’), synchronized (‘Sync.’), antisynchronized (‘An-
tisync.’), columnar & synchronized (‘C&S’), columnar & antisyn-
chronized (‘C&AS’), staggered & synchronized (‘S&S’) and stag-
gered & antisynchronized (‘S&AS’). White dots represent BKT tran-
sitions, while green dots represent transitions with both first-order
and continuous features (see Sec. IVC).
across the transition, being independent of 퐿 in the Coulomb
phase but vanishing in the thermodynamic limit in the colum-
nar phase [14].
We also make use of a third diagnostic of the transition,
which is based on confinement of ‘monomers’, empty sites
in the otherwise close-packed configuration. Removing one
dimer leaves a pair of monomers on adjacent sites, with unit
charges푄풓 = ±1, which one can separate by locally rearrang-ing the remaining dimers [12]. We define the monomer distri-
bution function 퐺m(풓+ − 풓−) = 푍m(풓+, 풓−)∕푍, where 푍m isthe sum of Boltzmann weights of all configurations with a pair
of monomers fixed at 풓+ and 풓−.
In the Coulomb phase,퐺m decreases algebraically with sep-aration (see Appendix A 3), corresponding to a logarithmic ef-
fective potential 푈m(푹) ≡ − ln퐺m(푹) ∼ ln|푹| [26]. In thecolumnar phase, separating the monomers disturbs the ordered
configuration, causing a linear potential 푈m(푹) ∼ |푹|, and so
퐺m(푹) decreases exponentially with |푹|. The potential 푈mtherefore grows without limit in both phases; this is in con-
trast with the 3D case, where the potential is bounded in the
Coulomb phase, and the monomers are said to be ‘deconfined’
[12]. The different asymptotic behaviors nonetheless allow the
phases to be distinguished, and we refer to the 2D Coulomb
phase as ‘quasideconfined’ by analogy with quasi-long-range
order in the low-temperature phase of the XY model [4].
For large positive 퐽 , the system instead reduces the number
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FIG. 4. Example ground states of the double dimer model of Eq. (2)
on the square lattice. (a)–(b) Columnar configurations, with maximal
number of parallel plaquettes 푁 (훼)∥ , which minimize the energy for
퐽 < 0, 퐾 = 0. For 퐽 < 0, 퐾 < 0 configuration (a), with maximal
overlap, is a columnar & synchronized ground state. Configuration
(b) is a columnar & antisynchronized ground state when 퐽 < 0, 퐾 >
0, because it has zero overlap between replicas. (c)–(d) Staggered
configurations, with zero parallel plaquettes 푁 (훼)∥ , which minimizethe energy for 퐽 > 0, 퐾 = 0. For 퐽 > 0, 퐾 < 0, configuration (c)
is a staggered & synchronized ground state, while for 퐽 > 0, 퐾 > 0,
configuration (d) is a staggered and antisynchronized ground state.
(e) A fully synchronized configuration, which is a ground state for
퐽 = 0, 퐾 < 0. (f) A fully antisynchronized configuration which is a
ground state for 퐽 = 0, 퐾 > 0.
of parallel dimers. The square lattice has a large but subexten-
sive set of ‘staggered’ configurations with the minimal value
푁∥ = 0 and 횽 of order 퐿 [see, for example, Figs. 4(c) and(d)]. As a result, there is a transition at large positive 퐽∕푇 to a
phase where the flux vector takes a nonzero expectation value
of order 퐿 [13, 19, 20]. We treat this phase and the transition
in detail in Sec. IVC.
The Coulomb, columnar, and staggered phases of the single
dimer model are shown in Fig. 3 on the vertical line퐾∕푇 = 0.
Note that the Coulomb phase extends to 퐽 < 0 along the line
퐾∕푇 = 0.
2. Coupled replicas
For 퐾 ≠ 0, the two replicas are coupled, with overlapping
dimers favored for 퐾 < 0 and disfavored for 퐾 > 0.
The columnar and staggered phases at large |퐽 |∕푇 have or-
der parameters, 푴 (훼) and 횽(훼) respectively, in each replica
훼. In the thermodynamic limit, any nonzero coupling 퐾 fixes
the relative values in the two replicas in order to maximize
or minimize the overlap, as illustrated for the ground states
in Figs. 4(a)–(d). We refer to the resulting phases as colum-
nar/staggered & (anti)synchronized.
For smaller values of |퐽 |∕푇 , phase transitions occur that
do not involve symmetry breaking, but can be characterized
through the flux distribution and monomer confinement.
The flux distribution in the double dimer model can be de-
scribed by the 2×2 covariance matrix ⟨횽(훼) ⋅횽(훼′)⟩, but sym-
metry under replica exchange means we need only consider⟨|횽(±)|2⟩, where횽(±) = 횽(1) ±횽(2) are the total and relative
fluxes corresponding to the fields퐵(±) = 퐵(1)±퐵(2). Note that
the double dimer model can be viewed as a model of directed
loops in퐵(−), formed from the overlap of the two replicas [15],
and that횽(−) is the loop flux in this picture.
For 퐾 < 0, one can postulate a phase where both repli-
cas remain disordered and their flux variances 횽(훼) remain
nonzero, but where their fluctuations are strongly correlated
so that the variance of the relative flux ⟨|횽(−)|2⟩ vanishes in
the thermodynamic limit [see Fig. 4(e)]. We have previously
identified such a phase, which we call ‘synchronized’, in the
double dimer model on the cubic lattice [15], and we demon-
strate in the following that it also occurs on the square lattice.
For 퐾 > 0, we similarly identify an ‘antisynchronized’ phase,
where fluctuations are correlated between the replicas in order
to reduce the amount of overlap [see Fig. 4(f)]. The relative
flux ⟨|횽(−)|2⟩ also vanishes in the antisynchronized phase, as
we argue in Sec. III B.
The monomer-confinement criterion can also be applied in
the double dimer model, where we define 퐺m using a pair ofmonomers of opposite charge in the same replica, say 훼 = 1.
Each monomer then has nonzero charge for 퐵(1) and hence for
both 퐵(−) and 퐵(+). They are therefore confined, with 퐺m(푹)decreasing exponentially with |푹| and hence 휉 ∼ 퐿0, in the
(anti)synchronized phases, where fluctuations of횽(−) are sup-
pressed.
To provide a signature of the synchronized phase, one can
instead insert pairs of monomers in both replicas simultane-
ously. Two monomers, one in each replica, on the same lattice
site form a double charge for 퐵(+), but have zero net charge for
퐵(−). We therefore expect such objects to be quasideconfined
even when the relative flux variance is suppressed. Explic-
itly, we define the double monomer distribution function as
5퐺d(풓+ − 풓−) = 푍d(풓+, 풓−)∕푍, where 푍d is the sum of Boltz-mann weights of all configurations with a pair of monomers
fixed at 풓+ and 풓− in each replica. Both in the (unsynchro-nized) Coulomb phase and in the (anti)synchronized phases,
퐺d(푹) decreases only algebraically with |푹|. (We show thisdirectly in Appendix A 5 using an effective field theory.)
3. Infinite coupling between replicas
The point 퐽 = 0, 퐾∕푇 → +∞ corresponds to the dimer
loop model [21], which is equivalent to a fully-packed loop
model with fugacity 푛 = 2. The latter is known to be non-
integrable on the square lattice [28, 29] but solvable on the
honeycomb lattice, where it is equivalent to a three-coloring
model [30].
In the opposite limit 퐾∕푇 → −∞, the two replicas are per-
fectly aligned, and so act as a single dimermodel with coupling
2퐽 between parallel dimers. The values of 퐽∕푇 at the colum-
nar and staggered phase boundaries in this limit are therefore
exactly half their values at 퐾 = 0. (For 퐾∕푇 → +∞, the
critical couplings lie in between these two values, because the
dimer loop model has higher entropy than the single dimer
model.)
III. FIELD THEORIES AND CRITICAL PROPERTIES
Using the height mapping, the long-wavelength properties
of the Coulomb phase can be described in terms of a free field
theory. In this section, we use symmetry to determine the per-
turbations to this action that are most relevant under the renor-
malization group (RG), and hence establish the critical prop-
erties at each transition.
A. Single dimer model
To construct a continuum theory we replace the effective
magnetic field 퐵풓,휇 and height 푧 by coarse-grained fields 푩(풓)and ℎ(풓) obeying 퐵휇(풓) = 휖휇휈휕휈ℎ(풓). For the single dimermodel, the Coulomb phase has action
푆SDM = ∫ 푑2풓 휅2 |푩|2 = ∫ 푑2풓 휅2 |훁ℎ|2 , (8)
where 휅 is the stiffness, plus irrelevant higher-order terms. In
the non-interacting limit (퐽 = 0) the stiffness is
휅∞ = 휋 , (9)
from comparison of observables, for example Eqs. (A12) and
(A22), with exact results obtained using Pfaffian methods [31,
32].
To study the columnar-ordering transition in the single
dimer model, we include additional terms in Eq. (8). We re-
quire that any action is local, and invariant under both 휋∕2 ro-
tations and translation of dimers; as discussed in Ref. [14], this
imposes constraints on the form of allowed additional terms,
which are summarized in Table I. For example, translation
of dimers by one lattice constant in the 푥 direction maps the
height field ℎ(풓) → −ℎ(풓 − 휹푥) − 14 , so the action must be in-variant under this change. The critical theory, which includes
the most relevant term (in the RG sense) consistent with all
requirements, is a sine-Gordon model:
푆SDM,col. = 푆SDM + ∫ 푑2풓푉 cos(8휋ℎ). (10)
Note that if the symmetry of the single dimer model is reduced
[33], such as in the case of anisotropic interaction strengths,
i.e., 퐽푥 ≠ 퐽푦, between parallel dimers [20], the form of theallowed cosine term is modified.
A standard perturbative RG calculation [14] applied to the
general sine-Gordon action
푆SG = ∫ 푑2풓
[ 휅
2
|훁ℎ|2 + 푉 cos(2휋푝ℎ)] , (11)
with 푝 an integer, leads to the following conclusions: There is
a BKT phase transition at a critical value of the stiffness
휅c =
1
2
휋푝2 . (12)
When 휅 < 휅c the cosine term is irrelevant, i.e., it renormal-izes to zero in the long distance theory, which is thus a free
Coulomb phase. When 휅 > 휅c it is relevant and locks theheight field to discrete values.
In the case of the columnar-ordering transition where the
action, Eq. (10), has 푝 = 4, we have
휅c = 8휋 . (13)
In the columnar phase (휅 > 휅c) the cosine term locks the
height field to values ℎ ∈
{
1
8 ,
3
8 ,
5
8 ,
7
8
}
, which correspond to
the average values of the height 푧 in the four columnar ground
states [see, for example, Fig. 2(b)] [14].
B. Double dimer model
In the double dimer model, each replica has height field ℎ(훼)
with identical stiffness 휅, and replicas are coupled by the term
휆훁ℎ(1) ⋅ 훁ℎ(2), with 휆 ∼ 퐾 . The resulting action for the un-
synchronized Coulomb phase may be written
푆DDM = ∫ 푑2풓
[휅+
2
|훁ℎ(+)|2 + 휅−
2
|훁ℎ(−)|2] , (14)
where ℎ(±) = ℎ(1) ± ℎ(2) and
휅± =
1
2
(휅 ± 휆) . (15)
Note that in the non-interacting limit, i.e., 퐽 = 퐾 = 0, one has
휆 = 0, 휅 = 휅∞ and
휅±,∞ =
휋
2
. (16)
6Requirement ConstraintSDM coupled DDM, ℎ(−) coupled DDM, ℎ(+)
Locality 푆[ℎ] = 푆[ℎ + 1] 푆[ℎ(−)] = 푆[ℎ(−) + 1] 푆[ℎ(+)] = 푆[ℎ(+) + 1]
휋∕2 rotation symmetry 푆[ℎ] = 푆[−ℎ] 푆[ℎ(−)] = 푆[−ℎ(−)] 푆[ℎ(+)] = 푆[−ℎ(+)]
Translation symmetry 푆[ℎ] = 푆[−ℎ − 1∕4] 푆[ℎ(−)] = 푆[−ℎ(−)] 푆[ℎ(+)] = 푆[−ℎ(+) − 1∕2]
TABLE I. Requirements for the action of the single dimer model (SDM) and the double dimer model (DDM)with coupled replicas on the square
lattice, and their corresponding constraints on allowed additional terms. (In the case of the DDM with independent replicas, SDM constraints
apply separately to both ℎ(1) and ℎ(2).) Here, 휋∕2 rotation symmetry refers to rotations about a plaquette center, and translation symmetry refers
to translations by one lattice constant in the 푥 direction. For the SDM ‘푆’ means 푆SDM,col., which describes the columnar-ordering transition[see Eq. (10)]. For the coupled DDM ‘푆’ means 푆DDM,sync., which describes the synchronization transition [see Eq. (17)], or 푆DDM,col., whichdescribes columnar ordering of coupled replicas [see Eq. (19)]. The SDM constraints on 푆[ℎ] are discussed in detail in Ref. [14], and can be
used to deduce the coupled DDM constraints on 푆[ℎ(±)].
We now construct field theories that describe phase tran-
sitions in the double dimer model. For independent replicas,
rotation and translation symmetry constraints apply separately
to both ℎ(1) and ℎ(2), so each replica has an action given by
Eq. (10). Therefore, when 퐾 = 0, one expects a columnar-
ordering transition with the same critical properties as the
single-replica case.
For the double dimer model with non-zero coupling 퐾 , we
require an action local in both replicas, but now invariant under
simultaneous 휋∕2 rotations, and translations, of both replicas.
To study the synchronization transition, we focus on the rela-
tive height ℎ(−) [ℎ(+) remains non-critical] and include addi-
tional terms in Eq. (14). The constraints on allowed terms are
easily derived using results for the single dimer model, and are
included in Table I. For example, simultaneous translation of
dimers by one lattice constant in both replicas maps the height
fields ℎ(훼)(풓) → −ℎ(훼)(풓 − 휹푥) − 14 , so that the relative height
ℎ(−)(풓) → −ℎ(−)(풓 − 휹푥), which must be a symmetry of theaction. In this case, the critical theory is a sine-Gordon model
with 푝 = 1:
푆DDM,sync. = 푆DDM + ∫ 푑2풓푉 (−) cos(2휋ℎ(−)) , (17)
where, since the cosine term is forbidden by symmetry con-
straints when 퐾 = 0, we require 푉 (−) ∼ 퐾 to leading order.
The constraints imposed by rotation and translation symmetry
are identical (see Table I), and hence Eq. (17) remains the cor-
rect critical theory for ℎ(−) in reduced symmetry variations of
the double dimer model.
From Eq. (12), the critical stiffness for the synchronization
transition is
휅−,c =
휋
2
, (18)
and ordering occurs when 휅− > 휅−,c. The ordered phase issynchronized (antisynchronized) in regions of the phase di-
agram with negative (positive) coupling 퐾 , because the co-
sine term locks ℎ(−) = 0 ( 12 ) in order to minimize the action.(The relative height of any synchronized ground state is clearly
ℎ(−) = 0.) We identify the (high-temperature) Coulomb phase
in the double dimer model with the low-temperature phase of
the XY model [34]. Hence, the synchronization transition is a
BKT transition but with an inverted temperature axis.
To locate the phase boundary at fixed 퐽∕푇 , we measure
휅− as a function of 퐾∕푇 using MC simulations and, fromthe crossing with its critical value 휅−,c, identify a criticalcoupling (퐾∕푇 )c. However, in the absence of interactionswithin replicas (퐽 = 0) MC simulations are not necessary, be-
cause 휅−,c precisely coincides with the non-interacting limit(퐾 = 0) of Eq. (16). Hence, in this case, the critical coupling
(퐾∕푇 )c = 0, and replicas synchronize for infinitesimal 퐾 < 0[using Eq. (15) with 휆 ∼ 퐾].
In our phase diagram, ℎ(−) is locked in the vicinity of
columnar-ordering transitions when 퐾 ≠ 0, and columnar or-
dering of coupled replicas is thus described by a critical theory
in ℎ(+). Adding to Eq. (14) the most relevant term consistent
with the constraints on 푆[ℎ(+)] in Table I, one obtains
푆DDM,col. = 푆DDM + ∫ 푑2풓푉 (+) cos(4휋ℎ(+)) , (19)
which is a sine-Gordon model with 푝 = 2.
The critical stiffness for columnar-ordering of coupled repli-
cas is therefore
휅+,c = 2휋 . (20)
(In principle, ℎ(+) could lock before ℎ(−) if 휅+ > 휅+,c while
휅− < 휅−,c, but we do not observe this.) The ordered phases, forwhich 휅+ > 휅+,c, are columnar & (anti)synchronized. In the
columnar & synchronized phase, for example, where ℎ(−) = 0,
the cosine term locks the total height to values ℎ(+) = 2ℎ(1) ∈{
1
4 ,
3
4
}
. This is consistent with average values of the height 푧
for a single dimermodel in the columnar phase (see Sec. III A).
C. Honeycomb lattice
In passing, we consider the double dimer model defined
on the honeycomb lattice, which is also bipartite and thus
amenable to a height description. As we outline in the follow-
ing, in the absence of interactions within replicas, i.e., 퐽 = 0,
synchronization on the honeycomb lattice occurs at a critical
coupling (퐾∕푇 )c = 0, as for the square lattice.The Coulomb phase action for the single dimer model on
the honeycomb lattice is given by Eq. (8), with stiffness fixed
7FIG. 5. Red: a ground state of the triangular lattice Ising antifer-
romagnet; each plaquette contains a single frustrated bond [parallel
spins contributing energy +| | in Eq. (21)]. Black: corresponding
close-packed dimer configuration on the dual (honeycomb) lattice, in
which dimers lie across frustrated bonds.
to 휅 = 휋 by exact calculations [26]. This is the same as
for the square lattice, Eq. (9), and it follows that the double
dimer model is again specified by Eqs. (14)–(16) in the non-
interacting limit.
The constraints on 푆[ℎ] for the single dimer model are de-
pendent on lattice type: For the honeycomb lattice they be-
come 푆[ℎ] = 푆[ℎ + 1] from locality, 푆[ℎ] = 푆[−ℎ] from
휋∕3 rotation symmetry and 푆[ℎ] = 푆[−ℎ − 1∕3] from trans-
lation symmetry (cf. Table I). However, for the double dimer
model with non-zero coupling 퐾 , the constraints on 푆[ℎ(−)]
are unchanged and Eq. (17) remains the correct critical theory.
Hence, as discussed in Sec. III B, the replicas synchronize for
infinitesimal 퐾 < 0.
This finding may be interpreted in the context of a simple
geometrically frustratedmagnet, the triangular lattice Ising an-
tiferromagnet (TLIAFM), which has Hamiltonian
TLIAFM = − ∑⟨푖,푗⟩ 휎푖휎푗 , (21)
where ⟨푖, 푗⟩ denotes nearest neighbor pairs of sites,  < 0 and
휎푖 = ±1. The TLIAFM has an extensive number of groundstates and, as illustrated in Fig. 5, each ground state is in one-
to-one correspondence with a close-packed dimer configura-
tion on the honeycomb lattice [26].
In the limit  ∕푇 → −∞, the double dimer model on the
honeycomb lattice is equivalent to a bilayer TLIAFM with
Hamiltonian
 = (1)TLIAFM +(2)TLIAFM + 퐾4
∑
⟨푖,푗⟩ 휎
(1)
푖 휎
(1)
푗 휎
(2)
푖 휎
(2)
푗 , (22)
up to additive constants, where the four-spin interaction [35–
37] derives from the term that counts overlapping dimers in
Eq. (2). Hence, in this limit, spins in both replicas are either
all aligned (휎(1)푖 = 휎(2)푖 ∀ 푖) or all antialigned (휎(1)푖 = −휎(2)푖 ∀ 푖)for infinitesimal 퐾∕푇 < 0, according to our height analysis.
In fact, for general  , Eq. (22) is the Hamiltonian of the
Ashkin–Teller model on the triangular lattice. The phase dia-
gram of this model, obtained usingMC simulations in Fig. 7 of
Ref. [38], includes a BKT critical point at ( , 퐾) = (−∞, 0)
and is thus consistent with our conclusion.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we use MC results, obtained using the worm
algorithm [15, 27], to map out the phase diagram shown in
Fig. 3 and study the nature of each transition. There are three
types of phase boundaries, which we consider in turn: syn-
chronization, columnar ordering, and staggered ordering.
A. Synchronization transitions
In Sec. III B we identified, when 퐽∕푇 = 0, a synchroniza-
tion transition at infinitesimal coupling between replicas, i.e.,
(퐾∕푇 )c = 0. The transition is BKT type, where the Coulomband synchronized phases correspond to the low- and high-
temperature phases of the XY model, respectively. In this
section, we first provide MC evidence to support this finding,
and then describe how the phase boundary, which divides the
Coulomb and (anti)synchronized phases, is located in the case
퐽∕푇 ≠ 0.
MC data for the synchronization transition when 퐽∕푇 =
0 are shown in Fig. 6. According to theoretical arguments,
the mean-square flux difference ⟨|횽(−)|2⟩, shown in the top-
left panel, is system-size independent in the Coulomb phase
(see Appendix A 2) and decreases exponentially with 퐿 in the
synchronized phase. Hence, the extent of the 퐿-independent
region in ⟨|횽(−)|2⟩ provides a rough bound |(퐾∕푇 )c| ≲ 0.2 onthe critical coupling. In the thermodynamic limit, however,
we expect that (퐾∕푇 )c scales to zero (see Sec. III B), while⟨|횽(−)|2⟩ jumps discontinuously to zero across the transition.
The latter is typical of a BKT transition; for example, in the
XY model there is a universal jump in the helicity modulus at
the critical point [9, 34].
As expected for a BKT transition, the synchronization tran-
sition [at (퐾∕푇 )c = 0] is not accompanied by a peak in the heatcapacity per site 푐, as shown in the top-right panel of Fig. 6.
Instead, near the transition, theory predicts a non-divergent es-
sential singularity, which is unobservable [34, 39]. In the XY
model, the main feature of the heat capacity per site is a broad
peak, which is above the critical temperature and does not di-
verge with system size. We observe this in the synchronized
phase of the double dimer model, i.e., when 퐾∕푇 < 0, con-
sistent with the correspondence between the phases in the two
models.
As discussed in Sec. II B 2, the Coulomb and synchronized
phases may be distinguished through the monomer confine-
ment criterion. In the bottom-left panel of Fig. 6, we show the
confinement length 휉, defined by
휉2 =
∑
푹|푹|2퐺m(푹)∑
푹 퐺m(푹)
, (23)
which is equivalent to the root-mean-square separation of the
test monomers. In the Coulomb phase, where monomers are
8FIG. 6. Mean-square flux difference ⟨|횽(−)|2⟩ (top-left panel), heat capacity per site 푐 (top-right panel), square of the normalized confinement
length 휉2∕퐿2 (bottom-left panel) and mean-square total flux ⟨|횽(+)|2⟩ (bottom-right panel) vs 퐾∕푇 , for the square-lattice double dimer model
with 퐽 = 0 and different system sizes 퐿. There is a synchronization transition at infinitesimal coupling between replicas, i.e., (퐾∕푇 )c = 0. Thetransition is BKT type, where the Coulomb and synchronized phases correspond to the low- and high-temperature phases of the XY model,
respectively.
quasideconfined with 퐺m(푹) ∼ |푹|−훾 (see Appendix A 4),the confinement length has asymptotic dependence
휉 ∼
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
퐿 for 훾 < 2
퐿2−훾∕2 2 < 훾 < 4
퐿0 4 < 훾 .
(24)
One also has 휉 ∼ 퐿0 in the synchronized phase, where
monomers are confined. In our MC data, the region with
휉 ∼ 퐿 at small |퐾∕푇 | is thus a signature of a quasidecon-
fined phase. The behavior for large |퐾∕푇 | is consistent with a
confined phase or quasideconfined monomers with 훾 > 4; we
have checked that 퐺m decays exponentially in this region (notshown), implying the former. Note that for quasideconfined
monomers we observe saturation at 휉2∕퐿2 ≃ 0.15, which is
less than the value expected for fully-deconfined monomers
휉2∕퐿2 ≈ 1∕6 [using the result (퐿2+2)∕6 for the mean-square
separation of free monomers hopping on an empty lattice].
In the synchronized phase, where the replicas become
strongly correlated, fluctuations in the relative flux 횽(−) are
suppressed. However, both replicas remain disordered so fluc-
tuations in the total flux 횽(+) are large in both phases, as
shown in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 6. In particular, at
퐾∕푇 = 0 where the replicas are independent, ⟨횽(1) ⋅횽(2)⟩ =
⟨횽(1)⟩ ⋅ ⟨횽(2)⟩ = 0 and ⟨|횽(+)|2⟩ = 2⟨|횽(1)|2⟩. This is half
the value at 퐾∕푇 → −∞ for perfectly synchronized replicas,
where ⟨횽(1) ⋅횽(2)⟩ = ⟨|횽(1)|2⟩ and ⟨|횽(+)|2⟩ = 4⟨|횽(1)|2⟩.
For general 퐽∕푇 , we locate the phase boundary between
the (anti)synchronized and Coulomb phases as follows. In the
Coulomb phase, the mean-square total and relative flux are
given by [14]
⟨|횽(±)|2⟩ = 2∑푛1,푛2∈ℤ 푛2±푒− 휅+2 푛2+푒− 휅−2 푛2−∑
푛1,푛2∈ℤ 푒
− 휅+2 푛
2
+푒−
휅−
2 푛
2
−
, (25)
where 푛± = 푛1 ± 푛2, as derived in Appendix A 2 starting fromthe continuum theory of Eq. (14). In the MC simulations we
measure both ⟨|횽(±)|2⟩, and solve these equations numerically
for the stiffnesses 휅± using the Newton–Raphson method [40].As shown in Fig. 7 for 퐽∕푇 = 0.2, the phase boundary is then
located by scanning through 퐾∕푇 until 휅− crosses its criticalvalue 휅−,c = 휋2 [see Eq. (18)].
To accurately determine the critical coupling, we use
quadratic fits to measure a crossing point (퐾∕푇 )× for each sys-tem size (bottom-left inset of Fig. 7). For a BKT transition, the
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FIG. 7. Stiffness 휅− vs 퐾∕푇 for 퐽∕푇 = 0.2. MC data crosses thecritical value 휅−,c = 휋2 (dashed line) at the synchronization transition.(Colors indicate different values of 퐿 as in Fig. 6.) Bottom-left in-
set: Quadratic fits used to measure a crossing point (퐾∕푇 )× for eachsystem size. Top-right inset: (퐾∕푇 )× vs system size 퐿. The solidline is a fit to Eq. (26) for 퐿 ≥ 64, from which a value for the critical
coupling (퐾∕푇 )c = −0.293(3) is obtained.
appropriate finite-size scaling form is [41, 42](퐾
푇
)
×
=
(퐾
푇
)
c
+ 퐴
log(퐿∕퐿0)2
, (26)
where 퐴 and 퐿0 are constants. From our fit for 퐽∕푇 = 0.2(top-right inset of Fig. 7), we obtain (퐾∕푇 )c = −0.293(3).Ten further critical points located in this way are shown in the
phase diagram of Fig. 3; this includes transitions into the anti-
sychronized phase at 퐾 > 0 which, notably, all scale onto the
line 퐽∕푇 = 0.
B. Columnar-ordering transitions
Next, we consider transitions into all columnar-ordered
phases. For the case of independent replicas, i.e., when 퐾 =
0, columnar ordering at 퐽 < 0 separates the columnar and
Coulomb phases. This transition has been studied in detail by
Alet et al. in Refs. [13, 14] for the single dimer model, where
the critical temperature is determined using an order parame-
ter. We first review this approach.
The magnetization푴 , defined in Eq. (7), breaks both trans-
lation and rotation symmetry in the columnar phase. Denot-
ing by 푁휇 the number of dimers with orientation 휇, a sim-pler choice of order parameter is the dimer rotation symmetry
breaking
퐷 = 2
퐿2
|||푁푦 −푁푥||| , (27)
a scalar that is sensitive only to rotation symmetry breaking.
This is still sufficient to indicate a columnar-ordering transi-
tion: In the Coulomb phase, by symmetry one expects ⟨푁푥⟩ =⟨푁푦⟩ so that ⟨퐷⟩ is small. In the columnar phase, rotationsymmetry is broken and all dimers are either horizontal or ver-
tical. Hence, one expects ⟨퐷⟩ = 1 (the total number of dimers
is퐿2∕2). Alet et al. observe this behavior in Fig. 9 of Ref. [14].
The critical temperature may be determined accurately us-
ing the dimer rotation symmetry breaking Binder cumulant
퐵퐷 = 1 −
⟨퐷4⟩
3⟨퐷2⟩2 . (28)
In the vicinity of the critical point, the 푘th moment of the dimer
rotation symmetry breaking has scaling form [43]⟨퐷푘⟩ ∼ 퐿푘푎푓푘(퐿∕휁 ) , (29)
where, for a BKT transition, the correlation length diverges as
[34]
휁 ∼ exp
(
푏푡−
1
2
)
. (30)
Here, 푎 and 푏 are unknown constants, 푓푘 is a universal func-tion, and 푡 = (푇 −푇c)∕푇c the reduced temperature. Hence, theBinder cumulant has zero scaling dimension, i.e.,
퐵퐷 ∼ 푔(퐿∕휁 ) , (31)
where 푔 is a new universal function, because Eq. (28) has equal
powers of 퐷 in both numerator and denominator.
At the critical temperature 푡 = 0, the correlation length
diverges and, to leading order, the Binder cumulant has no
system size dependence. Hence, depending on the finite-size
behavior either side of 푡 = 0, MC data for different system
sizes may cross at the critical temperature. This is observed
for 퐵퐷 in Fig. 11 of Ref. [14], from which Alet et al. report
푇c = 0.65(1) when 퐽 = −1, but not for the Binder cumulantof푴 [14, 44].
We now generalize this method to locate the phase bound-
ary when 퐾∕푇 ≠ 0, i.e., for coupled replicas. In this case,
columnar-ordering transitions separate the (anti)synchronized
phases from the columnar & (anti)synchronized phases. Since
translation and rotation symmetry are broken in all columnar-
ordered phases, we again expect a sharp drop in the mean
dimer rotation symmetry breaking ⟨퐷(훼)⟩ for both replicas, as
well as a peak in the corresponding susceptibility
휒퐷(훼) = 퐿2
(⟨[퐷(훼)]2⟩ − ⟨퐷(훼)⟩2) , (32)
in the vicinity of a transition. This is shown in Fig. 8 (left and
middle panels) for the transition at 퐾∕푇 = −0.2, between the
columnar & synchronized and synchronized phases.
To measure the critical coupling, we have analyzed the
Binder cumulant 퐵퐷(훼) of Eq. (28) for both replicas, but nolonger observe a distinct crossing point in the MC data when
퐾 ≠ 0. Instead, we define the two-component vector 푫 =
(퐷(1), 퐷(2)), with corresponding Binder cumulant
퐵푫 =
⟨|푫|4⟩⟨|푫|2⟩2 , (33)
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FIG. 8. Dimer rotation symmetry breaking mean ⟨퐷(1)⟩ (left panel), susceptibility 휒퐷(1) (middle panel) and Binder cumulant 퐵푫 (right panel)vs 퐽∕푇 , for 퐾∕푇 = −0.2 and different system sizes 퐿. The sharp drop in ⟨퐷(1)⟩, and the corresponding sharp peak in 휒퐷(1) , indicate a phasetransition between columnar & synchronized and synchronized phases. From the crossing in 퐵푫 (right panel, inset), we estimate the criticalcoupling (퐽∕푇 )c = −1.03(2). This is the generalization of Figs. 9–11 in Ref. [14] to the case of coupled replicas.
which is shown in Fig. 8 (right panel). Up to normalization,
this is equivalent to Eq. (28) in the limits 퐾 = 0 and 퐾∕푇 →
−∞. Deep within the columnar & (anti)synchronized phases,
the probability distribution for 푫 is sharply peaked at 퐷(1) =
퐷(2) = 1. Then ⟨|푫|4⟩ = ⟨|푫|2⟩2 so 퐵푫 saturates to unity.In the (anti)synchronized phases, 퐷(훼) follows a half-normal
distribution for which ⟨[퐷(훼)]4⟩ = 3⟨[퐷(훼)]2⟩2. The limiting
value depends on 퐾∕푇 through the correlator ⟨[퐷(1)퐷(2)]2⟩,
which can only be calculated at 퐾 = 0 and 퐾∕푇 → −∞,
where 퐵푫 = 2 and 3, respectively.As shown in Fig. 8 (right panel, inset), MC data for this
Binder cumulant, 퐵푫 , does exhibit a crossing point when
퐾 ≠ 0. From this, we estimate a critical coupling (퐽∕푇 )c =
−1.03(2) at퐾∕푇 = −0.2. Our phase diagram, Fig. 3, includes
this point along with ten others that have been obtained in the
same way, but using only system sizes 퐿 = 32 and 퐿 = 48.
Columnar ordering in the limits퐾 = 0, studied in Refs. [13,
14], and 퐾∕푇 → −∞, equivalent to columnar ordering of a
single dimer model with 퐽eff = 2퐽 (see Sec. II B 2), is knownto be a BKT transition with an inverted temperature axis. We
expect the whole phase boundary to share the same critical
properties as these points.
We now use the field theory and RG analysis of Sec. III
to verify our results. In Fig. 9 (top panel), we measure
the monomer distribution function 퐺m(푹) at the columnar-ordering transition for independent replicas (퐽 = −1, 퐾 = 0
and 푇 = 푇c = 0.65), counting only monomers on the samerow, i.e., 푹 = (푋, 0). Each MC simulation can only con-
struct 퐺m up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant, so we fix
퐺m(1, 0) = 1.The Coulomb phase monomer distribution function has
asymptotic form
퐺m(푋, 0) ∼ 푋−휅∕2휋 , (34)
which is derived in Appendix A 3 starting from the continuum
theory of Eq. (8). Due to periodic boundaries, 퐺m(푋, 0) issymmetric around 푋 = 퐿∕2 in the MC simulations, hence
the algebraic decay is cut off and Eq. (34) is only valid for
1≪ 푋 ≪ 퐿∕2. A fit to Eq. (34) over a suitable range in the in-
set yields an estimate for the critical stiffness 휅c = 8.028(3)휋,which is comparable with the RG prediction 휅c = 8휋 ofEq. (13) [the discrepancy perhaps arises due to the uncertainty
in 푇c and finite-size effects in 퐺m(푋, 0)]. Alet et al. insteadmeasure the flux and invert Eq. (A12) to obtain the stiffness
(see Fig. 31 of Ref. [14]).
In the case of coupled replicas, one requires the asymp-
totic form of 퐺m(푹) in the (anti)synchronized phases, whichis less straightforward. Instead, it is convenient to consider the
double monomer distribution function 퐺d(푹) (see Sec. II B 2)which, as derived in Appendix A 5, has asymptotic form [45]
퐺d(푋, 0) ∼ 푋−2휅+∕휋 . (35)
In Fig. 9 (bottom panel), we show 퐺d(푹) for the columnar-ordering transition at 퐾∕푇 = −0.2 and 퐽∕푇 = (퐽∕푇 )c =
−1.03. In the inset, a fit to Eq. (35) over a suitable range gives
휅+,c = 2.016(1)휋, which is close to the expected value 휅+,c =
2휋 of Eq. (20).
C. Staggered-ordering transitions
We begin by describing the nature of the staggered phase in
the single dimer model. The simplest staggered ground states
(which contain no parallel pairs of dimers) have all dimers hor-
izontal, such as Fig. 10(a), or vertical, such as Fig. 10(d). More
complicated ground states are obtained by shifting dimers
along diagonal loops, or ‘staircases’, that span the periodic
boundaries. For example, Fig. 10(b) is a staggered ground
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FIG. 9. Top panel: Log–log plot of monomer distribution func-
tion 퐺m(푋, 0) vs monomer separation 푋 at the columnar-orderingtransition for independent replicas. Bottom panel: Log–log plot of
double monomer distribution function 퐺d(푋, 0) vs 푋 at a columnar-ordering transition for coupled replicas. In each case, the system
size is 퐿 = 160. Insets: Solid lines are fits to Eqs. (34) and (35)
for 15 ≥ 푋 ≥ 23, from which values for the critical stiffness
휅c = 8.028(3)휋 and 휅+,c = 2.016(1)휋 are obtained, respectively.
state related to Fig. 10(a) by translation of dimers around the
red staircase. Translation of dimers around further staircases
results in Fig. 10(c), and then Fig. 10(d).
From Eq. (6), the ground state in Fig. 10(a) has flux 횽 =
(퐿∕2, 0). Introduction of each staircase reduces (increases) the
number of horizontal (vertical) dimers by퐿, resulting in a flux
change Δ횽 = (−1, 1). Consequently, the subset of ground
states in Figs. 10(a)–(d) occupy the lineΦ푥+Φ푦 = 퐿∕2 in fluxspace, as illustrated by the center of Fig. 10. More generally,
the full ground state manifold is given by the equation
|Φ푥| + |Φ푦| = 퐿2 . (36)
This simple representation of the staggered ground states is
specific to two dimensions, and cannot be generalized to the
cubic lattice.
There is only one ground state, shown in Fig. 10(a), with
flux 횽 = (퐿∕2, 0). To construct configurations with Φ푦 >
0 [for example Figs. 10(b)–(d)] one must insert Φ푦 staircasesinto퐿∕2 slots, for which the number of choices is given by the
binomial coefficient 퐿∕2퐶Φ푦 . In general, the degeneracy of a
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FIG. 10. Examples of staggered ground states for a single dimer
model on a 6 × 6 lattice with periodic boundaries. Ground states (a)
and (d) have all dimers horizontal and vertical, respectively. Ground
states (b), (c) and (d) are related to (a), (b) and (c), respectively, by
translation of dimers around red ‘staircases’. Center: Ground state
manifold in flux space, described by the equation |Φ푥|+ |Φ푦| = 퐿∕2;
a dot with flux 횽 = (Φ푥,Φ푦) corresponds to 퐿∕2퐶|Φ푥| degenerateground states (see text for explanation). Colored dots correspond to
the positions of ground states (a)–(d).
staggered ground state with flux횽 = (Φ푥,Φ푦) is 퐿∕2퐶|Φ푦| [or
equivalently, by Eq. (36), 퐿∕2퐶|Φ푥|].Using this binomial distribution, one may calculate observ-
ables deep within the staggered phase. For example, the total
number of ground states is
푁 = 4
( 퐿∕2∑
Φ푥=0
퐿∕2퐶|Φ푥| − 1
)
(37)
= 4(2퐿∕2 − 1), (38)
which corresponds to a subextensive entropy log푁 ≈ 퐿2 log 2.We also infer that, since the quantity |Φ푥|∕퐿 is distributedaround 1∕4 with standard deviation ∝ 퐿−1∕2, the flux takes
one of the four values 횽∕퐿 = (± 14 ,± 14 ) in the thermody-namic limit, thus spontaneously breaking rotation and transla-
tion symmetries. At finite 퐽 there are fluctuations out of these
extremal states, but the symmetry-breaking transition remains.
For the double dimer model, the above discussion allows
one to write down the partition function exactly, as a function
of 퐾∕푇 , in the limit 퐽∕푇 → ∞. For example, for both repli-
cas consider only ground states in the first quadrant of Fig. 10,
i.e., 0 ≤ Φ푥,푦 ≤ 퐿∕2. A staircase can be covered by either
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horizontal or vertical dimers within each replica, and so, in-
cluding a field 풉 that couples to the flux difference 횽(−), has
four possible Boltzmann weights: exp(−퐾퐿∕푇 ) when both
replicas have the same orientation (i.e., both horizontal or ver-
tical), and exp[±풉 ⋅ (1,−1)] when both replicas have different
orientations. Since, in total, there are 퐿∕2 staircases, the con-
tribution of these ground states to the partition function is
푍++ = 2퐿∕2
[
푒−퐾퐿∕푇 + cosh (ℎ푥 − ℎ푦)
]퐿∕2 . (39)
Because 푍++ contains all configurations with maximaloverlap, we expect that, for퐾 = 0−, the full partition function
asymptotically approaches 푍++ in the thermodynamic limit.By taking suitable derivatives with respect to 풉, one finds that
the flux difference 횽(−) is distributed around ퟎ with variance
≈ 퐿푒−|퐾|퐿∕푇 . Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 3, in the staggered
phase infinitesimal negative coupling is sufficient to synchro-
nize the two replicas.
We now use MC results to examine transitions into all
staggered-ordered phases. To begin, we focus on the case
퐾 = 0, where staggered ordering at 퐽 > 0 separates the
staggered and Coulomb phases. One expects the same criti-
cal properties as for the single-replica case so, for simplicity,
we consider a single dimer model with 퐽 = +1 and vary the
temperature.
By analogy with the columnar-ordering transitions (cf.
Fig. 8), we use the staggered order parameter [46]
푠 = 2
퐿
(|Φ푥| + |Φ푦|) (40)
to determine the critical temperature. At low temperatures,
deep within the staggered phase, one has ⟨푠⟩ = 1 by definition
of the ground statemanifold, Eq. (36), whereas in the Coulomb
phase ⟨푠⟩ is small because the flux distribution 푃 (횽) is peaked
at 횽 = ퟎ with width ∼ 퐿0 [see Eq. (A11)]. Between these
regimes, the sharp drop in ⟨푠⟩ and peak in the corresponding
susceptibility
휒푠 = 퐿2
(⟨푠2⟩ − ⟨푠⟩2) , (41)
shown in Fig. 11 (left and middle panels), are characteristic of
a phase transition.
In Fig. 11 (right panel), we obtain the critical tempera-
ture from the crossing point in the staggered order parameter
Binder cumulant [46]
퐵푠 =
⟨푠4⟩⟨푠2⟩2 . (42)
Our estimate, 푇c = 0.475(5), is close to existing results 푇c =
0.449(1) and 푇c = 0.51 of Refs. [13, 20], respectively [see alsoRef. [19], which reports 푇c = 0.72(5)].MC data for the staggered-ordering transition exhibits both
first-order and continuous features: ⟨푠⟩ jumps discontinuously
at the critical temperature, which is characteristic of a first-
order transition, but the heat capacity per site 푐 (not shown)
does not diverge strongly with system size (i.e., not ∼ 퐿2),
which suggests a continuous transition. In the height picture,
meanwhile, the transition occurs when the stiffness 휅 = 0
[20, 46] and hence, from Eq. (A11), all flux sectors become
equiprobable at the critical point. Similar behaviors are ob-
served in the quantum spin- 12 XXZ chain [20], and spin icesubjected to uniaxial pressure [47], whose phase transitions
occur at multicritical points of order infinity [48].
To locate the full phase boundary our approach is straight-
forwardly extended to the case of coupled replicas, using
crossing points in the Binder cumulant
퐵풔 =
⟨|풔|4⟩⟨|풔|2⟩2 , (43)
where 풔 = (푠(1), 푠(2)). Eleven such points are included in our
phase diagram, Fig. 3, obtained for system sizes 퐿 = 64 and
퐿 = 96. We again infer the critical properties of the whole
phase boundary from the limits 퐾 = 0 and 퐾∕푇 → −∞.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our central result is the phase diagram of the classical dou-
ble dimer model on the square lattice, shown in Fig. 3. As
on the cubic lattice, we find a synchronization phase transition
at which fluctuations between the two replicas become more
strongly correlated, with signatures in the variance of the rel-
ative flux and in the monomer distribution function, but no
symmetry breaking. The critical properties at this transition
are of the BKT type, as expected for such a transition in 2D.
In addition, we find an antisynchronized phase, which was
not observed on the cubic lattice, where overlaps between the
two replicas are reduced. Our numerical results indicate that
the phase boundary with the Coulomb phase runs along the
line 퐽∕푇 = 0 for positive 퐾∕푇 (except possibly close to 퐾 =
0, where the finite-size scaling becomes more difficult), as has
previously been conjectured [21].
Remarkably, and in contrast with the 3D case, we find that
these three phasesmeet at the noninteracting point 퐽 = 퐾 = 0,
implying that an infinitesimal coupling between replicas is suf-
ficient to drive the synchronization transition. This conclusion
is supported both by our numerical results and by theoretical
considerations based on a height field theory.
In forthcoming work [49] we will apply bosonization to the
transfer-matrix solution of the dimer model [50]. This pro-
vides an alternative perspective on the fact that the synchro-
nization transition is at infinitesimal coupling, because it can
be understood as a pairing transition for fermions at zero tem-
perature in 1D. It also allows one to predict the asymptotic
form of the phase boundary exactly, based on perturbation the-
ory in terms of the couplings.
While we have focused here on the case of the square lattice,
we have also shown that the double dimer model on the honey-
comb lattice similarly synchronizes for infinitesimal attractive
coupling. Since this model is equivalent to a bilayer triangular
lattice Ising antiferromagnet [26], this suggests a possible ex-
perimental realization. The synchronization transition would
manifest as a highly unusual thermal phase transition between
distinct correlated paramagnets, though establishing clear ex-
perimental signatures would likely be challenging.
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FIG. 11. Staggered order parameter mean ⟨푠⟩ (left panel), susceptibility 휒푠 (middle panel) and Binder cumulant 퐵푠 (right panel) vs temperature
푇 , for the square-lattice dimer model (two independent replicas, 퐾 = 0) with 퐽 = +1 and different system sizes 퐿. The sharp drop in ⟨푠⟩, and
the corresponding sharp peak in 휒푠, indicate a phase transition between staggered and Coulomb phases. From the crossing in 퐵푠 (right panel,inset), we estimate the critical temperature 푇c = 0.475(5).
A natural extension of the system studied here would in-
volve multiple replicas. With sufficiently strong coupling be-
tween adjacent pairs, this could be interpreted as a trajectory
either of the classical dimer model imbued with dynamics or
of a quantum dimer model in imaginary time. Alternatively,
coupling one replica to 푛 others and taking the limit 푛 → 0
[34] provides a way to introduce a quenched disorder potential
on the links of the single dimer model.
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Appendix A: Calculation of observables using field theories
In this Appendix, we calculate various observables in the
single dimer model (SDM) and double dimer model (DDM)
using the continuum theories introduced in Sec. III.
1. SDM flux in the Coulomb phase
We first calculate flux moments in the SDM Coulomb
phase; a similar version of this derivation can be found in
Refs. [14, 51]. The SDM Coulomb phase action is given by
푆SDM = ∫ 푑2풓 휅2 |푩|2 , (A1)
and the probability associated with magnetic field 푩(풓) is
푃 [푩] = 푒−푆SDM[푩]∕푍, where 푍 is the partition function.
We write the magnetic field as a Fourier series
푩(풓) = 1
퐿
∑
풌
푒−푖풌⋅풓푩̃(풌) , (A2)
with Fourier coefficients
푩̃(풌) = 1
퐿 ∫ 푑2풓 푒푖풌⋅풓푩(풓) . (A3)
Formally, the coarse-graining procedure is defined by
퐵휇(풓) =
∑
풓′
퐵풓′,휇푤(풓 − 풓′) , (A4)
where푤 is a coarse-graining kernel with width 푤 on the or-der of a few lattice spacings, and normalization
∫ 푑2풓푤(풓 − 풓′) = 1. (A5)
Hence, the Fourier coefficient
퐵̃휇(ퟎ) =
1
퐿 ∫ 푑2풓퐵휇(풓) (A6)
= 1
퐿
∑
풓′
퐵풓′,휇 ∫ 푑2풓푤(풓 − 풓′) (A7)
= Φ휇 , (A8)
where Φ휇 is the flux defined by Eq. (6).
In terms of the Fourier coefficients, the action becomes
푆SDM[푩] =
∑
풌
휅
2
|푩̃(풌)|2 . (A9)
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The probability of flux 횽 is obtained by integrating out all
other Fourier modes with 풌 ≠ ퟎ, so
푃 (횽) = ∫
∏
풌≠ퟎ
푑2푩̃(풌)푃 [푩] (A10)
= 푒
− 휅2횽
2∑
횽 푒
− 휅2횽
2 , (A11)
where Φ휇 is integer valued. As expected, the mean flux van-ishes while the mean-square flux is given by [14]
⟨|횽|2⟩ = 2∑푛∈ℤ 푛2푒− 휅2 푛2∑
푛∈ℤ 푒
− 휅2 푛
2 . (A12)
Unlike in the case of the cubic lattice [52], the discreteness of
the flux is important in two dimensions and the sum over flux
sectors cannot be converted into an integral.
2. DDM flux in the Coulomb phase
The generalization to flux moments in the DDM Coulomb
phase is straightforward. The DDM Coulomb phase action is
푆DDM = ∫ 푑2풓
[휅+
2
|푩(+)|2 + 휅−
2
|푩(−)|2] , (A13)
and the probability associated with magnetic fields 푩(±)(풓) is
푃 [푩(+),푩(−)] = 푒−푆DDM[푩(+),푩(−)]∕푍, where 푍 is the partition
function.
After Fourier expansion of 푩(±)(풓) in terms of Fourier co-
efficients 푩̃(±)(풌), where 푩̃(±)(ퟎ) = 횽(±), the action becomes
푆DDM =
∑
풌
[휅+
2
|푩̃(+)(풌)|2 + 휅−
2
|푩̃(−)(풌)|2] . (A14)
The probability of fluxes 횽(±) is obtained by integrating out
all other Fourier modes with 풌 ≠ ퟎ, so
푃 (횽(+),횽(−)) = 푒
− 휅+2 |횽(+)|2푒− 휅−2 |횽(−)|2∑
횽(1),횽(2) 푒
− 휅+2 |횽(+)|2푒− 휅−2 |횽(−)|2 , (A15)
where Φ(1,2)휇 are integer valued (we avoid summing over
Φ(±)휇 = Φ
(1)
휇 ±Φ
(2)
휇 , which are instead pairs of integers with thesame parity). Again, the mean flux vanishes while the mean-
square total and relative flux are given by
⟨|횽(±)|2⟩ = 2∑푛1,푛2∈ℤ 푛2±푒− 휅+2 푛2+푒− 휅−2 푛2−∑
푛1,푛2∈ℤ 푒
− 휅+2 푛
2
+푒−
휅−
2 푛
2
−
, (A16)
where 푛± = 푛1 ± 푛2.
3. SDM 퐺m(푹) in the Coulomb phase
Next, we calculate the monomer distribution function in the
SDM Coulomb phase (see also Refs. [26, 51]). In the contin-
uum description, this is given by
퐺m(푹) =
1
푍 ∫ 푩(풓) 푒−푆SDM[푩] , (A17)
where 푍 is the partition function in the close-packed case,
푆SDM is given by Eq. (A1) and 푩 is now the magnetic fieldin the presence of a pair of test monomers, i.e., 훁 ⋅ 푩 = 푄(풓)
with푄(풓) = 푤(풓−풓+)−푤(풓−풓−) [this follows from coarsegraining Eq. (4) with 푄풓 = 훿풓,풓+ − 훿풓,풓− ].The general solution for the magnetic field is [53]
퐵휇 = −휕휇휙 + 휖휇휈휕휈ℎ , (A18)
where 휙 is fixed by the Poisson equation ∇2휙 = −푄(풓), and
ℎ is a Coulomb phase height. After simplification, the action
reads
푆SDM = ∫ 푑2풓 휅2
(|훁휙|2 + |훁ℎ|2) (A19)
(cross terms vanish after integration by parts) and, since the
second contribution returns 푍, Eq. (A17) reduces to
퐺m(푹) = 푒− ∫ 푑
2풓 휅2 |훁휙|2 . (A20)
The remaining integral is the energy associatedwith an elec-
trostatic potential 휙 due to two extended charge distributions
±푤 separated by푹 = 풓+− 풓− [54]. For large monomer sep-aration |푹|≫ 푤, the charge distributions ‘see’ one another as
point charges, hence (in two dimensions)
∫ 푑2풓 12 |훁휙|2 = 12휋 log|푹| , (A21)
up to additive constants, and the asymptotic behavior is
퐺m(푹) ∼ |푹|−휅∕2휋 . (A22)
4. DDM 퐺m(푹) in the Coulomb phase
By extension, the monomer distribution function in the
DDMCoulomb phase, with a pair of monomers in one replica,
say 훼 = 1, is given by
퐺m(푹) =
1
푍 ∫ 푩(+)(풓)푩(−)(풓) 푒−푆DDM[푩
(+),푩(−)] , (A23)
where 푍 is the partition function in the close-packed case,
푆DDM is given by Eq. (A13) and 훁 ⋅ 푩(±) = 푄(풓) [because
푩(±) = 푩(1) ± 푩(2), 훁 ⋅ 푩(1) = 푄(풓), and 훁 ⋅ 푩(2) = 0].
The calculation proceeds as in the previous section, now
with two fields 푩(±) and their stiffnesses 휅±, giving
퐺m(푹) ∼ |푹|−훾 , (A24)
where 2휋훾 = 휅+ + 휅−. As required, this reduces to Eq. (A22)when 퐾 = 0 [since then 휅± = 휅2 from Eq. (15)].
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5. DDM 퐺d(푹) in the (anti)synchronized phases
Finally, we calculate the double monomer distribution func-
tion in the DDM (anti)synchronized phases. In these phases,
the cosine term in Eq. (17) is relevant and locks the relative
height to values ℎ(−) = 0 ( 12 ). Hence, from the continuum ver-sion of Eq. (5), the corresponding magnetic field 푩(−) = 0.
For the total magnetic field, this implies 푩(+) = 2푩(1), since
the cosine term in Eq. (19) is irrelevant. In this case, Eq. (A13)
reduces to
푆DDM = ∫ 푑2풓 2휅+|푩(1)|2 , (A25)
which is the correct action for the (anti)synchronized phases.
In terms of this, the continuum version of the double
monomer distribution function is
퐺d(푹) =
1
푍 ∫ 푩(1)(풓) 푒−푆DDM[푩
(1)] , (A26)
where 푍 is the partition function in the close-packed case and
푩(1) = 푩(2) is the magnetic field in the presence of a pair of
test monomers, i.e., 훁 ⋅ 푩(1) = 푄(풓). The derivation proceeds
as in Appendix A 3 but with 휅 → 4휅+, and the asymptoticbehavior is
퐺d(푹) ∼ |푹|−2휅+∕휋 . (A27)
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